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Abstract

In this study, we aim to

This study focuses on the geometricd deformations introduced by relief in images captured by the TM sensor of Landsat satellites and by the Hnv senso-rof seor satellites.
Different correction alternatives are prcsented in order to incoiporate altitude data into cotection procedures basedon
first-degreepolynomial models. Column and row determinations from the cotesponding map coordinates are carried
out independently. Three different models for columns and
two for rows are proposed. The results have been contrasted
with those obtained using dassic first- and second-degree
polynomial calculations, and with those obtained using an
orbital model (for snor images). The models presented are
easy to implement and provide a hevel of precision similar to
that of the orbital model used, while they are much more efficient in calculation time. In view of the results, the model
which integrates altimetric data into a single first-degree polynomial seems of pafticular interest.

o incorporatethe effect of relief into polynomial-basedgeometric correction models and apply them to rna (Landsat)and
snv (spor) images (the models have a different geometric fidelity, and they will be comparativelytested);and
o make an exnerimentalcheck on the improvementsachieved
by these -"ihodr, comparing the resulti to those obtained using the classic polynomial models - in which account is not
taken of relief- and to an orbital model (for spor only).

Introduction
Due to the complex characteristics of the Earth-sensor system, images obtained from resource observation satellites suffer from several distortions that make them not directly
superimposable on a map. Among those characteristics, we
might mention the deformation produced by the conical perspective in which the images are captured, aggravated by
Earth curvature and relief, the simultaneous movements of
terrestrial rotation and satellite orbit during image capture,
and the attitude of the sensor in space, which, whether involuntarily or intentionally, does not always have a view
perpendicular to the terrain surface at the center of the image. This last factor is of particular importance in the SPoT
satellite, capable of taking images with a lateral inclination
angle up Io + 27".
Classically, the process of geometric correction of images
has been approached by employing two different methods
(Billingsley, 1983), each of which requires knowledge of one
or more ground control points (ccps). The first one is based
on orbital models, deliberately physical in conception, which
aim to grasp and model the distortions in order to lead them
back towards the desired cartographic projection. The second
method, more empirical in conception, aims to convert the
image into a map by finding transformation polynomials; this
method usually requires a higher number of ccps,
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Obital Models,Conectionof SPOTlmages,andOdital ModelUsed
The ideal situation implementing a correction process based
on ohvsical models demands that the data be in a raw state,
i.e., ai captured at the sensor. In this situation, which we
may consider equivalent to that of spot level tA, the pixels
have the nominal size (e.g., 10 m, 20 m, etc.) only at the nadir, while they are "bigger" the further we move to the sides
of the image. In addition, other deformations must be taken
into account, such as Earth curvature and rotation, orbital
movement of the satellite, attitude of the sensor, non-linearity of sensor movement in the exploration devices (multispectral scanners), relief, etc.
Orbital models try to correct the image by taking into account the maximum number of these parameters and integrating them into a geocentric reference system (Labovitz and
Marvin, 1986; Salamonowicz, 1986; Light, 1986; Marvin ef
al., tg\z; Gugan, 1987; Rodrigtez et al.,19BB; Kratky, 19BB).
If we have a digital elevation model (onrra),we can correct
for the effect of relief by means of the collinearity equations,
that relate the position of each point of the territory (defined
by its three Cartesian coordinates in the corresponding geometric space) with that of the sensor (also three coordinates).
These equations require knowledge of the sensor attitude, defined by the three angles yaw (rc),roll (ro), and pitch (d)
(Wong, 1986). Various approaches can be taken in order to
simplify the process, such as assuming that the attitude of
the sensor is constant, or allowing that some parameter, such
as pitch, changes linearly with time.
The main advantage of orbital models is their high precision and robustness, as a consequence of their physical foundations, while their chief disadvantages lie in their implementation complexity and, above all, the amount of
calculation time reouired.
Although raw data correction by using orbital models
may seem optimum, this is not the type of material that common users of high spatial resolution satellites usually rePhotogrammetric Engineering & Remote Sensing,
Vol. 0r, No. 7, July 1995, pp. 935-944.
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quire. These users opt for Landsat TM or SPOTL8 products
becausethey want the data for thematic studies - in which
planimetric precision is not usually critical - rather than for
pure cartography;those images are corrected for the major
systematicdistortions and are superimposedon a map by
means of a simple polynomial correction. Furthermore, commercial software packagesrarely offer the possibility of rectifying according to orbital models.
If there is no software available to apply orbital models,
the 1,t format images can be converted into 18 format using
the coefficientsprovided by SPOT-Image.
With regard to
Landsat TM images,data in raw form are not usually commercialized, so that users cannot apply correctionsbased on
orbital models; examples of this tvpe of correction are to be
found in Labovitz and Marvin (rg8;6)ana Marvin ef o1.
(1987);this last work points out that orbital models for SpoT
are easierto implement due to the absenceof scanningmachinery.
In order to verify the results of the different models we
propose,we will use the Gugan (1987) orbital model on spoT
1,{ images.That model has seven parameters:orbit semi-major axis, orbit inclination, true anomaly, ascendingnode, and
three angles of sensorattitude. We have introduced two
modifications into this model: the first consistsin taking a
constant orbital radius (circular orbit) on the set of rows of
each image, and the second consistsin allowing a changeof
attitude as a function of time. Attitude for SpoT images may
be consideredto be constant,or changesof all or some of the
three anglesmay be allowed. Thus, for example, we find that
Rodriguez ef o1.(1988)assumethat the three anglesare constant, while Salamonowicz (19s6), Konecny et al. (1987),and
Novak (1992) allow a linear changefor all three angles,and
Priebbenow and Clerici (1988) assumea linear variation for
yaw and roll and a quadratic variation for pitch. We have
decided to take yaw and roll as constant and allow a linear
changein pitch as a function of time, so that there are four
attitude parameters,and the model as a whole has eight parameters.
Models
Based
onPolynomials.
Conection
TMand5P0THRVlmages
of Landsat
On a SPOT18 image or on a Landsat TM image, the majority
of the effectsmentioned in the previous section (excepting
relief) have been correctedby means of preprocessing,In the
case of sPoT,this preprocessingis carried out using models
based on third-degreepolynomials, establishedto correct
systematicdeformations (conical perspective,curvature of
the Earth, etc.) (SPOT-Image,1986); in the caseof rlra, the effect of mirror movement and deviations of attitude fsvstematic correction; Labovitz and Marvin (1930))are also'
corrected.
If the surfaceof the Earth had no mountains, these transformations would provide an image directly superimposable
on a map using elementary transformations. These transformations frotation, shift, and changeof scale)are achievedby
adjusting a first-degreepolynomial with GCps.This polynomial has the form
Col:A+Bx+Cy
Row : A' + B'x + C'y
in which

LDp
Figure1. Displacement
due to reliefon a flat surface.
Symbolsdefinedin text.

Polynomial expressionsare characterizedby a great capability for absorption of accidental distortions-Thil is one
of their most attractive aspects,as opposed to the rigidity of
orbital models.
As noted earlier, these corrections do not include relief,
so that, if the zone presents an uneven relief, it can be useful
to apply a higher-degreepolynomial in order to reduce deformation (Chuvieco,1990). One should be reminded here
that a higher-degree polynomial will almost always provide
greater accuracy at the GCps,although it will require more
GCPsand will introduce unexpected effects far away lrom
them, those effectsbeing greaterthe higher the degiee of the
polynomial. The second-degreepolynomials give the following expression:
Col : ,4 -r Bx-r Cy-t Dx2 + Ey2 + Fxy
Row : A' + B'y + C'y + D'x2 * E'y, + F'xy

(3)
(4)

Billingsley (1983)shows the effectsof each term of Equations
3 and 4.

Magnitude
oftheDisplacement
Dueto Relief

It has sometimesbeen statedthat the disnlacementdue to relief is unimportant due to the enormousilight height of satellites in relation to the heights of mountains (Billingsley,
1983,page 763; Novak, 1992;Ardizone et aL,1993). In other
cases,the effect of relief is simply not mentioned (Lillesand
and Kiefer, 1987), although, as we shall seebelow, that assumption is not entirely correct.
The effect of displacementdue to relief dependsvery
strongly on flight height, on the area taken in by each image
(that is, the total field of view, or total Fov of the sensor),
and, of course,on the magnitude of the relief. We will now
( 1 ) formulate and quantify the amount of displacement, first
(2) without taking account of curvature of the Earth and then
taking account of it.

Col and Row are the column and row coordinateson
the image,
x and y representthe map coordinates,and
A, B, C, A', B', C' are the polvnomial coefficients.
936
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Calculation
of theDisplacement
withoutTaking
Account
of Cunature
of the
Earth
Presupposing a flat Earth, we must focus on the situation
presentedin Figure r, in which the origin of coordinatesis
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TM

90 km
90 km
5(' Km
5U KM

HRV

3km
I.5

KIN

3km
I.5

KIN

5.13"

106 km

3km

5.13"

106 km

1.5 Km

10"

179 km

3km

10"

179 km

1.5 km

20'

339 km

3km

20"

339 km

I .5 Krn

27"

464 km

3km

27"

464 km

1.5 km

Dp (FIat Earth)

Dp fCurved Earth)

Difference

384 m
12.8pixels
792 m
6.4 pixels
2 L 4m
7.1 pixels
1O7m
3.6 pixels
3 8 5m
19.2 pixels XS
38.5 pixels P
792 m
9.6 pixels XS
19.2 pixels P
648 m
32.4 pixels XS
64.8 pixels P
3 2 4m
16.2 pixels XS
32.4 pixels P
1.226m
61.3 pixels XS
122.6pixels P
6 1 2m
30.6 pixels XS
61.2 pixels P
1 6 7 9m
84.0 pixels XS
167.9pixels P
838m
41.9 pixels XS
83.8 pixels P

4 2 7m
14.2pixels
273 m
,/.r plxels
2 3 7m
/.v prxels
1 1 8m
4.0 pixels
435m
21.8 pixels XS
43.5 pixels P
2 1 7m
10.9pixels XS
21.7pixels P
7 3 5m
36.8 pixels XS
73.5pixels P

43m
1.4 pixels
27m
0.7 pixels
24m
0.8 pixels
72m
0,4 pixels
50m
2.5 pixels XS
5.b prxelsr
25m
1.3 pixels XS
2.5 plxersr
87m
4.4 pixels XS
8.7 pixels P
44m
2.2 pixels XS
4.4 pixels P
7 7 7m
B.Bpixels XS
1 7 . 7p i x e l sP
88m
4.4 pixels XS
8.8 pixels P
2 6 2m
13.1pixels XS
26.2 pixels P
1 3 1m
6.5 pixels XS
1 3 . 1p i x e l sP

the nadir of the sensor;the Y axis is defined by the line linking the sensorand the nadir; and the X axis, orthogonal to
the former, links the point to be considered- at height 0 with the origin of coordinates.We will call L the coordinate
of this point along the X axis, z the height of this point, Dp
the displacementin the direction of the X axis, H the flight
altitude of the satellite over the referencesurface,S the position of the satellite, S' the position of the problem point over
the terrain, and S" the projection of S' over the X axis.
At any given point, we have
H/z : (L + Dp) I Dp.

(5)

The displacementdue to relief will be given by the
equation
Dp : I'" I IH - z].

(6)

Given that H is much greaterthan z, the following simplification can be used for practical purposes:
Dp : L'"/H

(7)

For Landsat,for example, and in very extreme casessuch as takingl : 90 km, z : 3 km, and H : 705.3-this
simplification involves an error of only 1.6 m (computed as
the differencebetween Equations 6 and z).
According to Equations 6 or 7, a lateral point of a TM
image placed at 3,000 metres above sea level will be displaced by nearly 13 pixels. Nevertheless,it should be taken
PE&RS

Jb/ m

18.4 pixels XS
36.7 pixels P
1.402 m
70.1 pixels XS
140.2 pixels P
700 m
35.0 pixels XS
70.0 pixels P
L942 m
97.1 pixels XS
194.2 pixels P
969 m
48.4 pixels XS
96.9 pixels P

into account that the classic polynomial calculations (Equations 1 and z) can scale the images and automatically spread
the errors between the GCPson the highest peaks and those
on the deepestvalleys or at sea level. Under such circumstances- for example, with heights between 0 and 3,000
metres in an image - we could have important errors of
more than 6 pixels at sea level and at the peaks.
of theEarth
Taking
Account
of Curyatule
of theDisplacement
Calculation
Appendix 1.provides a derivation of the displacementformula taking account of the curvature of the Earth. As can be
observed,the calculation processis less direct than with the
assumption of a flat Earth. Table 1 shows displacementvalues calculated using both methods, making clear that in extreme casesthe differencescan be substantial'As can be
observed,considerationof Earth curvature is only of importance when we find major elevation differencesat the edges
of the image. For vertical sPor images,the differencesare
smaller than in Landsat images,becausethe satellite flight
height is 100 km higher arrd the field of view leaves 30 km
on either side (some2.5'per side).Similarly, in oblique
views starting from 5.13",the angle at the furthest lateral
side edge from the nadir (at about 106 km or 7.28') produces, for z = 3 km, displacementswhich are comparableto
those of Landsat,although in pixels they are now considerably greater.Table 1 illustrates this effect,together with the
fact that the curvature of the Earth becomesincreasingly important with more oblique angles,
937
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If we do not wish to allow disolacementsover a certain
limit, we can calculate- for seveial distancesL - which z
would causea displacementgreaterthan that limit. Figure 2
shows these z values based on z-km L intervals and at two
limits: 0.5 pixels, which we consider to be the tolerable error
limit in an a priori approach, and 0.2 pixels, which is that
proposed by Marvin et al. (1.987).For oblique SPoTviews,
this effect is even more significant.
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Incoryoration
Based
onPolynomials
of Relief
intotheModels
As we mentioned earlier, the Landsat rv and SPoT18 imageshave been "corrected" for the main distortions inherent
in the geometry of the capturing system,so that, in order to
adapt them to a certain cartographicprojection, we have to
apply first a transformation of the type rotation plus change
of scale plus shift. and. then. correct for the effectsof displacement due to relief. The first correction can be achieved
with the aid of first-degreepolynomials such as those described earlier; the second calls for considerationof the deformations produced by relief, and, as we have seen,at least
two approximations are possible:one which takes account of
the curvature of the Earth and one which does not.
In neither caseis it essentialto have an extremely detailed orru, either planimetrically or altimetrically, because,
as can be deduced from Equation 7, Z errors of 100 metres
Iead, for L : 90, to errors in displacementcalculation lower
than 0.5 pixels (Landsat).
In the next sectionswe outline several approximations
which permit the incorporation of relief in models based on
polynomials. Previously, it must be consideredthat
o We will be positingan inverserectificationmodel(Novak,
(Column,Row)will be ob1992),in which imagecoordinates
(e.g.,urvx, urvy).
tainedon the basisof the map coordinates
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11 Displaement = 0,2 pixels

greater
Figure2. z Valuesthat causea displacement
than 0.2 and 0.5 pixel,for pointsplacedat differentdistancesfrom the nadir.Calculations
are done accordingto
the curvedEarthmodel and for a Landsat-SrM image,
takingR:6370 km and H:7O5.3 km. Ordinatesin logar i t h m i cs c a l e .

els), the displacementundergoneby that point is calculated
(DP)'
( c , The column, Col., on which the point of interest is projected is calculatedand the DN correspondingto (Col, Row)
is read.
( 6 ) If the rectification does not follow the nearestneighbor
method, the necessaryalgorithms are applied (bilinear interpolation,etc.).

. Once the coordinatesfColumn, RowJhave been obtained,
they must be repositionedtaking account of displacement
factorsdue to relief.
o In order to compute the displacementfactors of the columns,
we must know, for each row of the image,the column in
which the nadir is situated.In the area coveredby an image,
the trajectory of the satellite can be consideredas a straight
Iine, and we will have a nadir equation with the form

The rectification protocol of rows is almost the same,but
modifying the third step to calculate the distance to the nadir row instead of the distanceto the nadir column, and also
changing the fifth step to obtain the row, Row,, in which the
point is projected.
The parametersappearingin each approach can be ob(Bl
Col:m+n.Row
tained using the technique of unified approach to leastwhere Row is a row in the image,and Col is the column in
squaresadjustement,describedby Mikhail (t9ZO)and used
which the nadir is situated in that row.
in a similar caseby Salamonowicz (rg80).

In the caseof ru, and for a fuII frame, we could take tfie line
which passesthrough the center of each row of the image.
However, this would oblige us to consider,for each image, if
we are working with a fuII frame, a quarter frame or a minor
subscene,making the appropriatecorrectionsin each case.
Furthermore,for oblique sPor images,it can prove even more
difficult to decide which one is the straight line equation.We
thereforefelt that it would be more useful to leave m and n
as unknowns, so that they could be deduced at each calculation.

In generalterms, therefore,rectification of the columns
follow the next protocol:i.e.,
For each pixel of the resulting image, whose map coordinates are known o priori, calculation is carried out using
Equations 1 and 2 to find which coordinate (Col,, Row) in
the original irnage would correspond (ignoring reliefl.
Knowing Row, Equation 8 can be used to find the column
in which the nadir is situated.
The distance to the nadir column can now be calculated
Iparameter l).
The height of that coordinate is read from the nnu and, using the appropriate formula (flat Earth or curved Earth mod-

Incorpomtion
of Reliefin Calculating
Columns
Model which Does not Take Account of Curvature of the
Earth
The function to be minimized will be given by the next
process,which follows the general protocol describedabove:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
tcJ

Row:A'+B'x+C'y
Col,:A+Bx+Cy
Col": m * n'Row
I:Col,-Col"
Dp:L'zllH-zl
Col,:Col'+Dp

We should note that Row must be obtained in order to
calculate the column of the nadir, Col". If wished, the processcan be summed up using the expression:
A'+B'x+C'y
A+Bx+Cy
+ { [(A+Bx+ Cy - lm+ nRowl)'z]/lH- zl I
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Following this approach,there are five parameters(A, B,
C m, and n) to solve the expressionof the columns. We will
call this model lhe flat Earth model.
Simplification of the Previous Model. Integration into a Single Polynomial
Using the same simplification that allows us to derive
Equation 7 from Equation 6, we can rewrite Equation 9 in
the form
Col,: A+Bx+Cy + {[(,4+Bx+Cy-

{m+n.Rowl).2]/H
} (10)

We can substitute Row as a function of its exoression
(Equation 2) and, reordering terms, we have
col, : A + (B+B',n/LI)x+ (C+C',n/rily + [(A/LI)
+(A'n/FI)-(m/LI)lz + (B/LI)zx + (C/LI)zy

(11)

We can now define the coefficients x, y, z, zx, and zy as
new constants(8", C", D", E", and F") and obtain directly
the final expressionof the columns:i.e.,
(12)
Col' : A + B"x + C"Y + D"z -t E"zx + F"zY
Using this approach,there are six unknowns (A, 8", C",
D", E", F"i to solve the expressionof the columns - one
more than in the previous case- but this approach offers
two advantageswhich make the expressionattractive.First,
it is not necessaryto know the value of H, which adjusts automatically within the correspondingterms. Second,and in
comparison with Equation 9, the polynomial obtained is easier to adjust to the cCPsand is faster to executewhen rectifying the image.
On the other hand, we should note that the nadir line
(m + n'Row) is not obtained explicitly, but is included
within the general expression.The main advantagederiving
fiom the dilution of the more physical parameters(H and the
above-mentionednadir line) is the greaterflexibility of the
model, which in some casescan absorb other non-systematic
parameterswhich the strict flat Earth approach does not consider. However, this flexibility can representa danger if the
cCPscontain major location errors, becausethis problem will
become less obvious in the adjustment process(though not
in the test process).
BecauseEquationL2 is a polynomial,we will call the
models which make use of iI polynomial models with z.
Model Taking Account of the Curvature of the Earth
The function to be minimized will be given by the folIowing process,which comes after the general processdescribed above:
Row:A'+B'x+C'y
Col':A+Bx+CY
Col..:m*n'Row
1:(Col1 -Col").prx

t1)

Note that we must now multiply by pix in order to
obtain I in the same magnitude as the map coordinates.
The calculations of Appendix 1 are applied in order to
find the displacement,Dp:
Dp : | (x,-xn)' + (y,-y)'1"
tJ,

In the Dp calculation, its sign has been lost, so Col, is
calculated using the conditions:
ifr>0

ARTICTE

Col,:Col,+Dp/pix

(13)

Col,:Col,-DP/Pix

(14)

else

Note that the Row must be obtained in order to calculate
the nadir column, Col..
In this approach there are five unknowns (A, B, C, m,
and n) to resolve the expression of the columns, as in the
case of the flat Earth model. It has the advantage of being
physically more real than the two previous approaches, combined with the reliability of the more rigid models. On the
other hand, as in the flat Earth models, it has the disadvantage of having to assume a value for H and of being even
more complex to adjust and slower in calculation. We shall
call this model Ihe curved Earth model.
of Reliefin ObtainingRows
Incorporation
Consideration of the effect of relief in the image rows is important if there is a certain pitch at the moment of capturing
the image, or, in other words, if the sensor "looks forward or
backward." The time required by SPOTHRV to take an image
is about 9 seconds (Gugan, 1987), while that taken by Landsat TM is about 25 seconds (Labovitz and Marvin, 1986). If
we call the angle of pitch @, we can write

I : H.tan {d)

tlJ,,

and rewrite Equation 6 as
Dp : H'tan (6)'zl(H - z)

(16)

From this equation, it can be seen that a pitch value of
0.285'will lead to half-pixel deformations for z : 3 km
when considering Landsat 5 TM. (It should be remembered
that first-degree polynomials will tend to halve deformations,
as they will spread them between the maximum and minimum measuremenrs, as we mentioned above for columns.)
This effect is considered automatically in the orbital
models, as they take account of the attitude of the sensor and
allow for this possibility. In the case of sPor, it is a recognized factor (Konecny et al., 1"987;Gugan, 1987; Priebbenow
and Clerici, 19BB; Kratky, lsBB). In the case of Landsat, Beyer (1s83) indicates the presence of movements with values in
the range of 2"1,O-' degrees for Landsat 4 rlvl, and Labovitz
and Marvin (1980) indicate values in the range of 10 u degrees/second (ro) for Landsats 4 and 5 after the systematic
corrections; these quantities (certainly very small) seem to
indicate that consideration of this effect on Landsat TM is not
important. Nevertheless, we will test this experimentally.
Given that the angles of pitch are never very large and
that the deformations arising in this case are potentially
smaller than those which arise in the case of columns, we
opted to ignore the curvature of the Earth, Assuming, therefore, a flat Earth, two approximations are possible: one considering the angle of pitch to be constant, and another which
allows for an evolution of this angle throughout the rows of
the image. In both cases we applied a model that is analogous to the polynomial with z because, for calculation of the
displacement (Dp), it uses the simplification introduced into
Equation 7.
Constant Pitch Model
In this case we will consider the distance to the nadir to be
constant. The function to be minimized will be that given by
the next process, which follows the general process de-
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Abbrev.

Satellite/Sensor

TM

Landsat-5/
TM
SPOT-1/
HRV-Pancrom.
SPOT-1/
HRV-Multisp.
SPOT-1/
HRV-Pancrom.

SP_P
SP-XS
SEG_P

Lateral
inclination

Date/Orbital
situation

(sPor)

13-ful-90/
1S8-031
3-Jul-89/
043-265
2s-ful-91
o42-265
s-Set-88/
o45-264
o45-265
045-266
o45-267

9.7'
10.4'
2.3"

Row,:A'+B'x+C'y
(not necessary)
I is a constant
DP: L'"/H
Rowr:Rowr*Dp

38
25/13
31
20/"tL
25
1 7/ 8
31
20/11

zmin, zmax of
GCPs(m): Total
Adjust./Test
7,7746
7,1746/73,r740
25O,2020
480,1940/290,2020
475,7920
475,1920/400,7730
2,1610
2,1610/90,1560

Row, : A' + B'x + C' + D"'z + E"'zx + F"'zY

Row, and Row, are, respectively,the row in which we
would read whether there was any displacementdue to relief
and the row on which it has been projected.
The processcan be summarizedby the expression
Row, = A' + B'x + C'y + L'z/H

Nr. of GCPs:
TotaI
Adiust./Test

E"', F"'), we obtain once more a polvnomial form for the
r o w s :i . e . ,

scribed above:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
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(21)

With this approach,there are six unknowns (A', B', C',
D"' , E"', F"') to resolvethe expressionof the rows. We shall
call this model the variable pitch model.

lmages,
Data,andEvaluation
Methods

(17)

lmages
andDataUsed
In order to compare the results obtained with the different
which, by defining a new unknown, D"', as L'z/H, can be re- techniquesoutlined, we used ccps on ru and spor images
written in simple polynomial form as
over the central and easternPyrenees,in areasof strong hypsometric contrasts.The points were sought on the 1:5,000:
(18)
Row'
A' + B'x + C'Y + D"'z'
scale (urM projection) orthophotomapspublished by the
In this approach, there are four unknowns (A', B', C',
Institut Cartogrhficde Catalunya (tcc). The elevations (zl of
D"') ro solve the expressionof the rows. We shall call this
the ccps were obtained from the nnv of the rcc (resolution in
model Ihe constant pitch model.
x and y: 15 m).
Table 2 provides a summary of the principal characteristics of these images,togetherwith the abbreviationswhich
Model of Variable Pitch throughout the Rows
we will use henceforth.
In this case,we will allow for a changein the pitch angle
throughout the rows of the image; this changeis presumed to
Evaluation
Methods
be a linear function of the Row parameter.The distance to
For each geometricalcorrection method proposed,we evaluthe nadir (I) will, therefore,no longer be constant,and
ated its precision, its simplicity of implementation, and its
should be defined in the following form:
performance.
(1s)
l:g.Row+/r,
In order to evaluateprecision, we applied the most frequently used estimator in geometricalcorrections,i.e., the
The function to be adjusted will be given by the following
squareroot of the mean of the residual error squaredat each
process,which comes after the generalprocessdescribed
ccp, which, following Slama (t986), we will siinply call nr"rs.
above:i.e.,
We shall define Rrvrs"
as the error in estimation of the columns, RMSras the error in determination of rows, and RMSas
(1)
Row, : A' + B'x + C'y
the error in the overall determination of columns and rows.
(2)
(not necessary)
ccps are not always available at the extreme parts of the
image in columns and elevation, so we have usuilly neither
(3)
tr=gRow,+h
adjusted nor test points subiectedto the maximum deformations.
Nevertheless,if a model seemsto behave clearly worse
:
(4)
Dp
L."/u
in the test than in the adjustment,it is feasibleto think that
(5)
Row, : Row, + Dp
it will still show more aberrantbehavior in the most critical
zones of the image.
The processcan be summarizedby the expression
Finally, and in order to analyze the performance,we
Row, : A'+ B'x + C'y + [S'@' + B'x + C'y) + h]'z/H. (20) proceededto rectify a 1O24-by 1024-pixel spor frame, using
a single computer (VAXStation 3100) and taking a oev of 30
Reorderingterms and defining new coefficients(D"',
m between points.
940
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Results
andDiscussion
We will

use the following

notation:

P1 refers to a first-degree polynomial correction;
P2 refers to a second-degree polynomial correction;
PZ IN C refers to a first-degree polynomial correction for the
columns according to lhe polynomial model with z;
FE IN C refers to a first-degree polynomial correction for the
columns with correction of displacement due to relief according
to the /af Earth model;
CE IN C refers to a first-degree polynomial correction for the
columns with correction of displacement due to relief according
to the curved Earth model:
PZ1 IN R refers to a first-degree polynomial correction for the
rows, which integrates the z values according to the consfont
pitch model:
PZz IN R refers to a first-degree polynomial correction for the
rows, which integrates the z values according to the vorioble
pitch model; and
ORBITAL refers to the orbital correction outlined in the corresponding section, which simultaneously determines rows and
corumns.

Columns
Table 3 shows the RMS errors Droduced bv the different
methods of geometric couecti;n in obtaining the columns,
for both adjustments and tests.
TM: We can clearly highlight two facts. First we can see that,
with respectto the classic polynomial corrections,the introduction of relief provides an improvement both in the adiustments
and in the tests.The most notable differenceconcernsthe firstdegreepolynomial, which does not manageto reduce the error
below a pixel. With respectto the second-degreepolynomial,
we see that, although it does give better results than the firstdegreepolynomial, the errors remain higher than any of the
models with z. The secondfact to be emphasizedis that the
three models with z provide very similaf results, any of them
appearingto be clearly better than the others.
SP--P:We see that the strong lateral inclination makes it impossible to achieve satisfactorycorrection with first- or second-degree polynomials; we should note that, in an area in which the
GCPS
are distributed along an elevation interval of nearly 2,000
metres,the errors are very large, never falling below an average
of S.Spixels, which meansthat the errors at higher or lower elevationsare even greater.The improvement obtained with the
incorporation of relief is radical: the error level is well below
one pixel, being highly similar to that achievedwith the orbital
model. As in the caseof rv, the three models with z sive comoarableresults.
Sp-XS' The situation here is similar to the previous case,although the errors are smaller. We might note, too, that the second-degreepolynomial gives misleading enor values in the
adjustment,becausenearly a1l of them are doubled in the test;
this foreseeablefact has already been mentioned above.
SEG--P:The more moderatelateral field of view (2.3")means
that the responseof the polynomials is not as defectiveas before, though it remains unsatisfactory,especiallyon the test
points. Once again, the results with incorporation of relief into
the polynomial-basedmodels are highly satisfactory,giving
even subpixel precision in this segmentof four spor p images.
Despitethe results not seemingto be as good as in the orbital
model, it is remarkablethat such simple models as PZ can
maintain high geometricalquality throughout 200 by 60 kilometres of inage with pixels of t0 m. We think this can be explained by the model's ability to absorbthe different variables
which contribute in the image geometry.
In short, regarding the different geometrical couection
models for obtaining the columns, the orbital model appears
to be highly solid, because it retains very low error levels in
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all situations. Protocolswhich incorporate relief into polvnomial-typemodels also provided very acceptableresulfsfor
cartographicapplications in all the situations considered,
even in the caseof segmentsof four spor ima8es.Among the
various models tested,the curved Earth model always came
out the best or amid the best results; outstandingfor its simplicity and good results is the model which integratesthe elevations into a single polynomial (PZ). The results in models
which incorporate altitudes were always better than those
obtained wlfh the classic polynomials,-althoughsome of the
models we posited had a degreeof complexity very similar
to the latter and much lower than that of the orbital models.
Rows
Table 3 shows the RMSerrors produced by the different geometrical coilection methods in obtaining rows.
TM: Thereseemsto be a distortionfactorwhich is not explained by the first-degree polynomial or by the constant pitch
nodel, in view of the small improvement obtained by using a
second-degree polynomial or, even more so, the variable pitch
model. The results are nevertheless acceptabie in all cases,
which is in accordance with the absence of major pitch in the
rw data about which we commented earlier.
SP--P: We see that the more mathematically complex polynomial-based models (P2 and PZ2) present worse results in the
test. Probably the real pitch of the satellite was small and, in
this case, these models only explain accidental variations or imprecisions in the placing of the ccps, which means that the adjusted function does not respond optimally with the test points.
SP-XS: The pitch consideration does seem to be important
here, and we thus achieve results which are perfectly comparable with the orbital model [PZ1) or even better (PZ2). On the
other hand, despite the good results in the adjustment, the second-degree polynomial is unable to provide satisfactory test results.
SEG--P: The results point again to the advisability of considering a variable pitch throughout the image, as in the orbital
model or inPZ2, although the second-degree polynomial also
gives good results.

In short, regarding the different geometricalcorrection
methods for obtaining rows, we can conclude that the orbital
model proves once more to be the most suitable one, although in the majority of casesthe variable pitch consideration integratedinto the rows polynomial can provide very
acceDtableresults. We should neverthelesspoint out that in
this Lasethe errors detectedare much smalier and consideration of relief is not so necessary.
andRowsTogether
Columns
Table 3 shows the overall RMSerrors produced bv the different geometricalcorrectionmethodsfor obtainingthe columns and rows together;we will not provide details here,
however, becausethe appropriate argument can be deduced
by combining the remarks made for columns and rows separately.
Note: In all these cases,when the treatment for rows is
not specified,it should be understood that a first-degreepolynomial was applied.
Perlormance
Table 4 shows the time taken by a VAXStation 31.00computer to correct an image of 1.024pixels by 1024 pixels with
the methods posited; we have also indicated there the execution factor time with respectto P1. In view of the results. we
can classifythe processesinto three groups:
The first is made uD of those methods which involve a
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RMS Ennon (rruPtxers) PRooucto By rHE DTFFERENT
Meruoos tNrO_arntNtNc
rHE CoLUMNS,
rHe Rows, nno Coluurus nruoRows TocrrneR. Nornrrolr
IN I EXT.

Tnerr 3.

COLUMNS
Method:

TM

Adjust.
Test
Adjust.
Test
Adjust.
Test
Adjust.
Test

SP-P
SP_XS
SEG_P

P2

P1
7.4"1
1..O7
6.41.
6.83
2.O9
2.43
7.20
1..87

PZINC

FEINC

CEINC

o.70
o.57
0.60
o.72
o.7-l
0.86
0.66
o.74

o.70

o.70

o.75
o.62
5.51
5.73
1..7
6
3.29
1.OB
1.52

0.56
tr.5sJ
0.68
0.68
o,92
0.66
0.75

ORBITAL

0.53
0.59
0.68

0.61
0.59
0.60
o.67
0.50
o.52

o.72
0.85
o.67
o.73

ROWS
Method:

TM

Adiust.
Test
Adfust.
Test
Adiust.
Test
Adiust.
Test

SP-P
SP_XS
SEG_P

P1

P2

PZ1 IN F

PZ2 IN F

0.60

0.51
0.69
0.38
o.76
o.73
1.OB
o.4L
0.56

0.59

o.47
0.64
o.55
0.69
o.52
0.54
o.47
0.65

o.77
0.56
0.60
0.80
1.05
o.52
o.73

o.7s
0.55
0.60
0.58
o.73
0.51
o.73

ORBITAL

;
o.57
0.58
o.72
0.4s
o.47

COLUMNS AND ROWS
Method:
TM
SP_P
SP-XS
SEG-P

Adjust.
Test
Adiust.
Test
Adjust.
Test
Adjust.
Test

P1

P2

PZINC

1.53
"1.32
6.44
6.86
2.23
2.65
1.30
2.O1

0.90
0.93
5.53

o.92
0.95
0.81
0.91
1.05
1..40
0.84
1.03

t./tt

1.90
1,16
1.68

PZINC
PZINC
+PZ1 INR +PZz INR FEINC
o.92
o.97
0.81
0.90
0.8s
1.18
0.83
1.O4

0.84
0.85
0.81
o.97
0.86
1.O7
0.81
0.s9

moderate increasefactor (of 1.06x to 1..24x) of rectification
time. This is the caseof the second-degreepolynomial
(which, not using DEM,becomesthe fastest),of the flat Earth,
and of the integratedpolynomial methods.
The secondgroup is made up of all the processesin
which the curved Earth model intervenes,whose much
greatercalculation complexity practically doubles rectification time.
In these two groups, the method used in correction of
the rows (P1,,PZ1, or PZ2) involves very small increasesin
execution time.
The third Broup contains the orbital model, which proves
to be extraordinarily slower, due to the enormous volume of
calculation involved in it.
We should state,finally, that analysis of these data must
be undertaken bearing in mind that, in writing the necessary
rectification programs,the goal pursued was not optimiza-

TnsrE4.
P1

1'25"
x 1.00

942

P2
1'33"
x 1.06

o.92
0.96
o.82
0.93
'1.o7
1.36
o.84
1.03

CEINC
o.92
0.93
0.81
0.90
1.08
1.35
o.84
7.O2

CEINC
CEINC
+ P Z 1 I N R + PZ2 IN R

o.s2
0.95
0.81
0.90
0.93
7.72
o.84
1.03

0.84
0.83
0.81
0.96
0.89
1.00

ORBITAL

,u,
o,82
0.83
0.sB
o.70
o,70

o.82
o.s7

tion, but rather ensuring that the processeswere as closely
comparableas possible.

Conclusions
The improvement achieved by introducing relief into the
correctionsis numerically evident and methodologically notable. With a simple and easily implemented approach,we
have achieved subpixel errors in columns and rows in all the
tests carried out, even in the case of spor imageswith quite
large lateral fields of view (ro.+") or in segmentsof four panchromatic images.
We could summarize the main characteristicsof the proposedmodels as follows:
Simplicity:

o The implementation of the necessary programs
(adlustment on the basis of ccps and rectification of imagesl is simple.
o The models are well-behaved outside the ccps.

Pnocessntc
TrvEro ConReoa 7024- ev 1024-PtxerIMAGE
ANDFncronwrrn Respecrro Pl-. NorATtoN
tNTEXT.

PZINC
1'38"
x 1.10

PZINC
+PZ1 INR
1,'52"
x7.22

PZINC
+PZ2 INR
I DJ

x1.24

FEINC
'1,'42"
x7.74

CEINC

CEINC
+PZ1INR

2'44"
x 1.95

x 1.96

zcJ

CEINC
+ PZ2 IN R
2'53"
x2.O2

ORBITAL
JC a+

x 28.1S
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tween the polynomial model with z (very simple implementation, six unknowns, fast execution, and high reliability)
and the curved Earth model (much more complex implementation, five unknowns, slower execution, and apparently better results). We decided to choose the polynomial model
wilh z, because the improvements which the curved Earth
model seemed to provide in some cases were small in comparison with the advantages of the polynomial model with z.
We should nevertheless stress the need for carrying out tests
when tackling models such as this one, very flexible due to
the absence of explicit physical parameters. If a sufficient
number of points is not available to carry out tests, work
with the curved Earth model may be more reliable; besides,
this model has one fewer unknown.
We should note, finally, that the incorporation of elevation values into geometric correction models has implications in the selection of cces, because the placing ofpoints
at very extreme levels (maxima and minima) not only does
not distort the model but also proves to be a maior factor for
optimum adjustment.

Appendix
Figure41. Displacement
due to reliefon a curvedsurface.Symbolsdefinedin text.

o The models provide good accuracy;for both adjustments and tests we obtain subpixel nvs
errors even for oblique stot images.The results
are better than those obtained with the classic
polynomial methods,and, for spor, almost as
good as those obtained with orbital models.
Performance: r Rectificationtakes place almost as quickly as
with the classic polynomial models.

Dedvationof the Displacement
Assumingan SpheilcalEarth
To facilitate the calculation, we assume that the Earth radius
is constant. This is a feasible approximation because, for
spor HVR or Landsat TM images, the Earth radius variations
are insignificant. An average radius can be calculated based
on latitude with the following equation:

Fidelity:

These characteristics lead us to suggest the application
of these models in rectification of Landsat and spor images,
with the following considerations:
Although the improvement is not extremely important
with respect to a second-degree polynomial, the mere
fact of this gain and the more physical basis of the
models with z make consideration of relief for obtaining columns advisable. We might further indicate that,
if we had had ccps on the highest peaks of the Pyrenees and in the deepest valleys, then the improvement noted would probably have been even greater.
We found that the orbital model reoresented the most
solid correction alternative, althoush it turns out to be
much slower; if an orbital model ii not avaiiable or if
calculation time is a limitation, then the models oosited represent an excellent solution. the more neiessary the more oblique lhe image is.

With respect to the rows, it would seem that consideration of variable pitches provides slight improvements for
both Landsat and spor, though it must be borne in mind that
this requires the determination of six unknowns, compared
to the three necessary in a first-degree polynomial.
For obtaining columns, the adoption of one of the three
models which incorporate hypsometry into the polynomials
will depend on our interests and calculation capacity; we
nevertheless believe that the flat Earth model does not offer
any special advantage and that the real difference arises be-

P = [b,*cos2(Lat).(ez - fiz)]trz

(A1)

where a and b are the major and minor Earth axes, and Lat
is the latitude at the center of the image to be rectified.
A flat, Cartesian, and geocentric reference system is established, with the Y axis defined by a line linking the satelIite with the Earth center, and the X axis crossing the Earth
center orthogonally.
Following Figure ,t1, we name H the flight height of the
satellite over the area of reference: S the position of the satellite; S'the position over terrain of the point to be considered; S" the point at which S'is projected; z the elevation of
this point: I the distance from the point to the nadir measured'along the Earth surface from tihe sensor nadir on each
row; and Dp the displacement due to relief, which we want
to evaluate.
The displacement value (Dp) at a point due to the combined effect of relief and Earth curvature results in an arc defined by the angle (a - 0 on Figure A1. The angle a is
known from the distance I on the Earth surface: i.e.,
a:

L/R

The line equation that links the sensor (S) and the point
on the terrain [S") is

y:ex+f

(A3)

where
e :

llR+zl.cos (a) - [fi+Flj]/{[R+z]'sin(a)]

(,\4)

R+H

(A5)

Now we should calculate the intersection of this line
the the Earth circumference,but this is slow to calcu-
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late and does not offer a unique solution. For this reason,it
is convenient to assumethe arc Dp, becauseof its tiny dimension, as a rectilinear segment(an example of linear introduction to optimize processesin orbital models can be found
in Marvin et al. (1987)).We can say that this line is defined
by the equation
(A6)

y:cx+d

Letting (X,,,Y) to be the base coordinatesof the point S'
on the referencesurfacelevel, defined by the expressions
xo : P'sin (a)

(A7)

yo : .R'cos (a)

(AB)

We can now deduce the coefficients c and d
c :

-tan

(a)

d:yo-c.xo

fAq)

(A1o)

The coordinates(x,, y,) of 5", correspondingto the intersection between the two lines, can be calculated with the expressions
ex+f:cx+d
x,:

(d - fll{e - c)
yi: e'xi+f

(A11)
(A12)
(A13)

The displacementvalue can be finally calcuiated with
(A14)
Dp : I@, - xo)2+ (f, - y),1',,
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